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About This Game

In 'n Verlore Verstand you will be transported to a reality of dreams and nightmares. What will you discover about yourself in
this journey through the subconscious?

In these realms of the unknown, you must travel through labyrinths of memories to eventually find your way to your own truth.

Features:

-Abstract adventure.
-Engaging dream-like environments.

-Mysterious puzzles.
-Platforming
-Exploration

-Oculus Rift integration.
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Title: 'n Verlore Verstand
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Skobbejak Games
Publisher:
Skobbejak Games
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 8800 OR ATI Radeon HD 3870 OR equivalent/higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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Did not enjoy one bit. I was hoping for puzzles, and instead got mazes with utterly incomprehensible objectives and graphics
that gave me a headache. Platforming parts were ruined by weird jump physics that made it very difficult to gauge how far I
could or could not jump. Thoroughly disappointed.. I didnt like this its just maze after maze I play games for enjoyment and it
gets rid of a couple of hours I dont play games to get bored while playing that game.. The game is probably good but couldn't
recomend the VR experience it was somewhat unpleasant.. Please fix Level 12 as it is totally bugged. It's not possible to finish
the Level.

It's a funny game with great puzzles and i'd love to finish it. I know that the publisher is aware of this problem for several
month's right now... there're a bunch of players with the same problem...

I'll recommend the game when the problem is fixed, but for now: DON'T BUY IT'S UNPLAYABLE. Yes I like it. It is a
weird puzzel where you need to sort things out without hints. I found it to be very enjoyable.. Die spelejtie gaan nerens
nie.
This game is not a game, and as such, it's not about a lost mind, it just does not go anywhere at all.. 'n Verlore Verstad
is a fine looking game, but the total lack of story, narrative, and overall structure make it uninteresting to me. It's
simply a series of mild puzzles with no rhyme or reason as to why one would want to complete them. For me, an
adventure game is crucially bound together by the story, even though the story can (and probably should) be mostly
inferred from in-game clues. I got bored with 'n Verlore Verstad by the time I hit the floating rocks. If there were a
decent (musical) soundtrack, I likely would have played longer, but there are just a few washes of audio atmosphere.
"Why am I here? Where am I going? Why am I going there (besides crippling boredom)?" -- these are all questions
that I was unable to answer in-game before I got bored enough to quit.. Unfortunately, I can NOT recommend this
game. Yes it was interesting at first but its extremely frusterating when its bugged and foro some reason you jump
20% lower than everone else. As a result, I wasted probablt an hour and a half in the city section of the game because I
can't jump far enough. I waited before I gave a negative review as I did let the developers know about the issue but
because its a game breaking issue and the developer seems to not give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this is
going to have to get a down vote from me. Is a game worth it if its broken?

PS: dont go into the settings menu. Youll get stuck, have to close the game forcefully and lose progress. Very
dissapointing. NOTE: I did not play the game with VR, so this review doesn't touch that aspect.

Now that the game is out of Early Access, I'd like to give my review an update. Overall, I'd still recommend it, however
I understand the game's current "Mixed" rating. If Steam gave individual users the option to rate a game as "Mixed,"
I would give this game that rating myself.

'n Velore Verstand will probably only appeal to a particular niche. I feel there are a few things to consider when
deciding if it appeals to you, personally:

Gameplay-wise, the game is a first-person platformer with some puzzle-solving. I've read some reviews saying it was
too easy, others too hard. I just found it frustrating, but I think that's more an element of first-person platforming in
general than anything the game specifically did.

Narratively, there's no direct story. It's more or less levels with repeating themes meant to feel like playing a dream.
Coincidentally, my dreams too involve a lot of walking and jumping.

I still think the soundtrack is great. While it lacks a bit of unity at points (some levels containing electronic ambient
music and others with orchestral strings), it suits the game well.

The game isn't quite as pretty as it looks in the screenshots, and some of the levels lose their charm when you play
through two versions with different difficulties. The recursion does fit the dream motif, though, so thematically it
makes sense. Gameplay-wise, it makes the game a little lackluster after the initial allure of the atmosphere fades.

It lacks polish, as well. There's a bit of a divide between some of the more surreal, otherworldly levels and the more
grounded, albeit not-quite-real-world ones. The former can be stunning, creating a truly alien atmosphere, but the
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latter are less impressive. Some of the frustration with the platforming comes from unsatisfying feedback, some
physics issues (getting stuck in a crack and then shot into the air), and a general feeling of disconnect from the world.

If the game looks interesting to you and the aspects outlined above add up to something you might like, I think it's
worth checking out.
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Crashes if you put it in fullscreen. You can walk through solid objects. It's wierd and there aren't really any puzzles, just a series
of stations you need to touch. Weak.. Game kept crashing on startup until I disconnected my Xbox controller and started game
straight from library versus Steam VR. The game involves jumps, mazes, switches, and light puzzle elements. You play different
scenarios and end up at a tree where you then go to the next "dream" scenario.

Unfortunately, the game just isn't fun to play. It's more annoying than anything else. The visuals are not that great. It's VR done
poorly. I can't recommend this game. Lacks story, lacks polish, lacks fun gameplay.

Rating 3\/10. VERY VERY BUGGY.. Puzzles are extremely easy and gameplay is linear. Sometimes it seems like there might
be other ways for you to do the (also extremely easy) platforming, but there isn't. For as far as I played into it, there was no real
story, just abstract levels meant to represent one without actually giving you anything substantial.
While the platforming was easy, the settings for running and jumping are way too floaty and the platforms themselves don't feel
especially solid--either you smash into a platform and glitch on top of it, or you land on it and manage to slide off--which gave
platforming portions a sense of false difficulty.. I havent played much of it so far but i can tell you that this is a very well
designed game.

Pros:
- Great graphics. Very realistic.
- Nice ambiance (music, sound etc).
- Ease of controls.
- Variations of lvl's.
and
- The ability to suck one's mind into the game. You can really lose yourself in it lol.

Cons:
- Difficulty in some lvl's bare the on the edge of unreasonable at times.
- Occassional bugs. (getting stuck sometimes on NOTHING lol)
- Lack of story. (SOMETHING is better than NOTHING) i mean is your character in a coma and trying to fight back to
consciousness? Is your character dead or something? Is it a nightmare? What does the Tree symboliaze?

(although most of these cons can be solved by me playing some more of the game and HOPE a story emerges lol)

either way i am very pleased with this purchase and it deserves more attention :)
. :( having trouble getting it working with the oculus and windows10 :\\ keeps crashing managed to get it working in windows7
mode but no vr. Halfway through the game there is a huge bug that makes the game unplayable, the objects you are supposed to
be platforming on lose their textures. So, unless you enjoy platforming on invisible objects do not buy this game at this time..
Don't buy for VR. The game supports it, but the movement controls don't move you in relation to the direction you're looking,
which is extremely hard to deal with.. 'n Verlore Verstand is like a book you stay up all night to finish because you can't stop
reading it. So I'm going to go ahead and give it a positive before I change my mind again. This game drives you absolute bonkers
in the best possible way - hence the title. And while I understand all the bad reviews, the devs are very responsive and all the
issues have been recently fixed. I played and replayed on different platforms and everything works fine.

'n Verlore is more or less a 'platform' puzzle game and if you're going for the puzzle part (flower collecting, secret level location
etc.), it can be very challenging and frustrating. People give up about halfway through. I personally suck at platforming so it
took me longer to complete but if you don't, you're good to go. The jumps have to be very precise too because you can get stuck
in certain places.

Personally, ambience (in any game) is very important to me and I think all levels here were superbly done. The soundtrack is
fantastic and adds that extra crazy to the game. So if you are a fan of weird abstract stuff like myself, this game is definitely for
you.

I wish more people bought it, really. Symbiosis of graphics, sound and challenge has been achieved.

Keep in mind:
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- there is no story\/story open to interpretation
- save game is not strong AT ALL
- you will probably consider jumping out of the window at some point

Good Luck :)
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